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Introduction1
The growth of regionalism expressed as formal regional organisation has received a great deal of
scholarly attention since the Second World War. From its early days regionalism has been much
debated, and alternatively praised for its potential and critiqued for its ill-defined nature and
limited capacity. However, by the start of the 21st century, if not before, regionalism was well
established in the vocabulary of International Relations scholars and practitioners such that it
would be hard to imagine a world without it. Moreover, regionalism has become an integral part
of the multilateral architecture, a position set out in the UN Charter and more recently
emphasised in the European Union’s Security Strategy, adopted in 2003.
In a world of global threats, global markets and global media, our security and prosperity
increasingly depend on an effective multilateral system. The development of a stronger
international society, well- functioning international institutions and a rule-based international
order is our objective. 2
Though the European experience has been central to the story of regionalism, both history and
contemporary practice show that this is not the only example to draw upon. South American
states were early advocates of regionalism following their independence in the nineteenth
century; by the latter part of the century South American regionalism was fused with a wider
pan-Americanism; the twentieth century saw the emergence of the flagship regionalisms of the
European Community, later the European Union and the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation –
models which were widely imitated elsewhere. In the twenty first, African states under the
umbrella of the African Union, foster ever more elaborate integrative schemes and have been
path-breakers, for example, in their adoption of the principle ‘Responsibility to Protect’ which
was embodied in article 4(h) of Constitutive Act of the African Union (even before its final
adoption in the United Nations World Summit Outcome Document of 2005)3. Most recently
organisations in the Middle East, despite their sovereignty-loving charters, appear to have
followed suit, embracing interventionist policies in response to the events of the so-called Arab
Spring. Worldwide, leading states are active in the promotion of regionalism and most states in
most parts of the world are members of multiple organisations.
Regional organisations are treaty and charter-based giving them formal status in international
law. This status is enhanced – critically - through the recognition and status accorded to regional
organisations by the United Nations and other multilateral organisations like the World Trade
Organisation, and it will be a particular concern of this paper to track the evolution and complex
features of this relationship. However, regional organisations also derive legitimacy through the
articulation and implementation of distinctive regional norms and practices. The Arab League,
for example, derives legitimacy through its very Arabness drawing on a rich common culture and
history; the states of Southeast Asia are known for their articulation of what has been called the
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ASEAN way, a consensus based approach based upon strict observance of sovereignty.4 Today
the ASEAN Way has become the ‘Asian Way’ extending the idea to a broader and still
developing concept of East Asian regionalism.5
Though the advent of ‘new regionalisms’, particularly since the end of the Cold War, has seen
the expansion and revision of the early idea of regionalism, to include new organisations, actors
and issue areas,6 the original concept of regionalism: that of the policies and practices of statebased permanent organisations with membership confined to a limited geographical area, retains
extraordinary importance. This is demonstrated not only by the continuing development and
complexity of existing organisations and their constitutional arrangements, but by its take up by
new and emerging powers for whom regionalism is seen increasingly as an important policy tool,
and a demonstration of their influence on both the regional, but also global stage. China’s
approach to regionalism is illustrative in this respect (once a sceptic, but now an active player in
a number of regional fora like the ASEAN Regional Forum (ARF) or Shanghai Cooperation
Organisation (SCO), but consider also tiny Qatar’s recent roles in guiding regional responses to
the Arab Spring uprisings that started late in 2010, through an institution like the Gulf
Cooperation Council. Given its growing importance and multidimensionality, it is an
appropriate moment to review the history and concept of regionalism in world politics and to
assess its significance in regulating and framing contemporary debates about international order.
While investigating the nature and diverse uses of the concept, this paper takes a broad and
comparative historical perspective of regionalism in practice arguing that such an overview is
essential to understanding its present trajectory, and its wider implications and ramifications for
International Relations and International Law. The first two sections of the paper deal
accordingly with the concept and history of regionalism; the second section focuses on some
contemporary examples of regionalism in the security field and considers their wider
implications.
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The Concept of Regionalism
The concept of regionalism has had a complex history because of its essentially contested and
flexible nature7 and because of a divergence of views as to whether or not regionalism is an
effective or desirable organizing mechanism in international politics.
In respect of the concept itself there has been considerable debate, (perhaps too much debate)
about what constitutes a region, how a region is operationalised and consequently, what is
regionalism. Theoretically the problem has been compounded by the variety of qualitative and
quantitative approaches on offer which seek both to measure and understand the process.8 A
related issue is the inherent flexibility and evolving nature of the concept: regions and
regionalisms share common features but these are subject to adaptation and change. The United
Nations Charter contributes to this flexibility, avoiding precise definitions of regional agency, to
allow for the possibilities of multiple partnerships.9 Another good example of this conceptual
flexibility lies in the very debate about old and new regionalism, with old regionalism
characterised mainly by the state-based regional organisations of the post-WW2 era and new
regionalism by both formal and informal interactions between state and non-state actors. Old
regionalisms were focused (mainly) around examples provided by a European/North American
core, new regionalisms have a more global reach and greater autonomy from the core, embracing
emerging regions from the former ‘South’. Regionalisation is a related term, which is sometimes
used interchangeably with regionalism, but it refers rather to an increase of regional interaction
and activity: regionalism refers to policies and projects, regionalisation refers to processes.
Given this flexibility and the expansion of regional level activity, particularly since the Cold
War, it is important to employ a definition broad enough to accommodate change in direction
and purpose, yet narrow enough to ensure that the concept retains cohesion and can be
approached with analytical rigour. This discussion may be likened to that over new versus
traditional security issues. At the end of the Cold War while some scholars called for the
broadening of the concept to embrace a far wider understanding of security, others advocated
retaining a more parsimonious concept without which a discussion of security became too elastic
to be analytically useful.10 Arguably, debates about ‘new regionalism’ have also suffered from
this ambiguity driven by the ballooning of definitions whereby any activity at any regional level,
whether supra-state, sub-state or trans-state may be called regionalism. With some adaptation,
Joseph Nye’s older (and tighter) definition of a region as a limited number of states linked by
geography and interdependence and of regionalism as the formation of and policies pursued by
inter-state groups based around regions has stood the test of time.11 This is not to ignore the
effects of globalisation and non-state actors on the processes of regionalism, a point emphasised
by Bjorn Hettne and others, but to highlight the fact that the state remains regionalism’s
‘gatekeeper’ and as such the most vital and enduring reference point in the practice and
7
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regulation of regionalism.12 This is borne out not only by looking at state responses to global
crises, but also by considering the regional policies of emerging global players, like Russia or
China, which prioritise state based regionalisms and state regulation of regional processes. The
state has not ‘retreated’, at least not in the manner predicted by Susan Strange and others.13
Regional integration – the union of previously disparate parts and the creation of supranational
authority - is a narrower subset of activity that comes under the category of regionalism. Its
progress, outside the European institutions, has hitherto been very limited.
In respect of the second point as to whether or not regionalism is effective or desirable, the first
question to be posed is effective or desirable in relation to what? Regionalism has been judged
in terms of its relationship with other multilateral institutions notably those relating to trade and
finance (the Bretton Woods institutions) and security (the United Nations system). This debate
dates back to the very foundations of modern regionalism. Early architects of the post-war
institutions favoured a ‘universal’ over a particularist or regional approach to problem solving.14
This was the age of global ‘constitutions’.15 Regionalism, as understood in the 1930s, had
acquired a bad name: marked by the aggressive and expansionist politics of powerful states like
Germany or Japan with their pan-European and pan-Asian projects respectively. The belief,
informed by utopian post-war thinking, upheld that only a universal or near-universal collective
of states could offer the best guarantee of international order. However, there was also
recognition that states would wish to conduct their economic, political and security affairs within
defined regional and geographical contexts, as already evidenced in the Americas, in the InterAmerican system, and indeed in Europe itself where a so-called ‘concert’ of powers had
regulated 19th century regional relations. The UN’s own organisation clearly reflects this, for
example in the establishment of regional economic commissions and voting procedures.16 As
regards regions and their roles outside the UN system, it was only after considerable discussion
at the San Francisco conference and elsewhere, and with pressure from parties with an interest in
empowering regions, that the principle of regionalism was accommodated by the UN Charter (as
it had been, though only minimally, by the League of Nations17) though within an institutional
and legal hierarchy which clearly favoured universalism.
The provisions for regional agencies and their relationship with the UN are mostly clustered in
Chapter VIII, Articles 51-54, but with important references elsewhere. Article 52, for example,
offers regional arrangements a formal role in contributing to international peace and security in
the post-war world. The tone, unequivocally, is UN-first with insistence on reference and
12
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deference to Security Council decision making. Hence Article 53 asserts that ‘the Security
Council shall, where appropriate, utilise such regional arrangements or agencies for enforcement
action under its authority’. This hierarchy is reinforced by Article 103 which emphasises the
primacy of UN obligations over ‘any other international agreement’. Not all regional
organisations are considered fully consistent with the purposes of Chapter VIII (NATO is one
example). There are currently 14 Chapter VIII entities identified as attendees at regular high
level meetings of the UN Secretary General: five in Africa, two each in the Middle East, Europe,
Asia-Pacific and the Americas.18 Similarly in respect of the General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade (GATT) and later the WTO, whose agreements embodied the spirit of a multilateral
trading system, there was a provision, in Article 24 and subsequent amendments, for regional
trade arrangements provided these were ‘non-discriminatory’ in nature.
The debate about regionalism and universalism has been a very important one and has informed
both the history and concept of regionalism. The relationships anticipated by the Charter failed
to materialise in the Cold War, as discussed below, because of the emergence of bipolarity and
defensive alliance systems, which were contrary to the spirit of the charter. Regional actors did
not feature prominently in the UN’s new peacekeeping roles. However, a possible framework
for such relationships – and their reinterpretation - was laid down and the end of the Cold War,
which saw the growth and expansion of regional organisations. The potential of regionalism was
clearly highlighted in Secretary General Boutros-Ghali’s Agenda for Peace,19 a post-Cold War
milestone for the institution, in addressing simultaneously peace-keeping, peace-making and
preventive diplomacy – tasks which regional institutions were invited to share. Later, in An
Agenda for Democratisation he spoke of the new regionalism, not as ‘resurgent spheres of
influence’ but as a ‘healthy complement’ to internationalism.20 Under Boutros-Ghali a further
precedent was set when he and his successor Kofi Annan convened the first of what would be
seven meetings with the heads of 11 regional organisations to discuss ways to further enhance
cooperation and consultation. Though the last of these meetings was held in 2007, both the UN
Security Council and member states have demonstrated ‘growing interest in the process and it
making it more concrete’. 21 The present UN Secretary General, Ban Ki-Moon has continued the
effort through choosing to focus instead on partnerships with the African Union highlighting the
security situation of the African continent.
Though the relationship between the UN and regional institutions has clearly widened in
interpretation and scope some of the early reticence and ambiguity remains.22 The relationship
has been competitive as well as complementary, with organisations like the Economic
Community of West African States (ECOWAS) in Liberia, and NATO in the former Yugoslavia
operating outside the strict remit of the charter, though this itself has been the subject of different
interpretations. The key issues are timely action in grave international crises and establishing the
appropriate remit for regionally-based activity within a Charter-friendly framework which
18
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enhances cooperation and avoids duplication. Limited capacity and resources, partiality and
over-dominance by strong states are problems frequently identified with regional organisation.23
While so-called regional hegemons may provide necessary leadership, an abuse of power may be
seen to delegitimise regional agency. Despite efforts to resolve tensions in the relationship such
issues have not been fully resolved and scholars and policy makers continue to work on models
designed to achieve a more equitable and integrated system. One example of such efforts is
reflected in the 2006 Report of the High Level Panel on UN System Wide Coherence which
contains, inter alia, recommendations for the streamlining of UN relationships with regions and
regional structures to create a ‘coherent regional institutional landscape.’24 Overall, there has
been an important and unmistakable trend towards emphasising the importance of a supportive
and complementary relationship between the UN and regional institutions one that has been
recognised by the UN and other actors, even if the details of this relationship have not been
worked out. This has been borne out, for example, by recent events in the Arab Spring where the
legitimacy of international action in enforcing the no-fly zone over Libya, and the condemnation
of incumbent regimes for human rights and other violations was greatly enhanced by the support
by relevant regional institutions – the League of Arab States (LAS), the Gulf Cooperation
Council (GCC) and the Organisation of the Islamic Conference (OIC). These are just the latest
among numerous examples to demonstrate how the concept of regionalism has been firmly
established in the new and expanded vocabulary of peace operations.

The History of Regionalism
A better understanding of the concept and its contemporary importance in International Relations
and International Law can be arrived at by reviewing regionalism’s history. As helpful as
offering a snapshot of their current activities is observing the different stages and incremental
growth of regional organisation and activity. In this respect it is useful, to borrow a recent term
from democratisation studies, to take an ‘historical turn’ in analysing regionalism.25 Doing so
allows us to track the life cycles of different organisations but also to note the key processes,
events and ‘turning points’ that have impacted on their development. Regionalism is far from
being a linear or uniform process; rather it has emerged in stages, shaped by a variety of external
and internal factors alike.
In what can only be a brief survey for the purposes of this paper consider regionalism across
what we might call the ‘long twentieth century’ or from the late 19th to the early 21st century.26
Though 1945 is often taken to be a starting point in the development of formal organisation,
there are significant prior histories of regionalism which deserve mention since these informed
early institution building and arguably continue to inform regional processes today. For example
23
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Arabism, born of the late Ottoman and European colonial experiences, has closely informed the
development of regional institutions, notably the League of Arab States, but also the GCC.
Hence Arab Congresses predated formal organisation. Though constitutionally the League (and
the GCC) was an organisation that placed state sovereignty first, the influence of Arabism in
decision and alliance making was marked, particularly in respect of Arab-Israel relations and the
question of Palestine.27
The Americas, as already noted, had already developed their own unique perspective of
regionalism with a distinctive ‘regional idea’ based on anti-colonialism and independent
statehood.28 Indeed South American states sought to embed their ideas of sovereignty,
independence and equality into international law particularly in respect of non-intervention. The
merging of different regional ideas around the concept of Pan-Americanism in the late 19th
century was an important development marking US ascendency, but it remained incomplete with
different American states since 1945 advocating alternative routes to regionalism, of which the
Southern Cone Common Market (MERCOSUR) and most recently the Union of South American
Nations (UNASUR) and the Bolivarian Alternative for the Americas (ALBA) are examples. In
these cases and in those of Asia and Africa where the influence of pan-Africanism on ideas about
the region and statehood were significant it is not difficult to see how old and new regional
concepts are merged in current institutional frameworks. Hence we can see how the ‘pan’ idea
provides legitimacy in a variety of institutional settings.
Despite such antecedents, the post-1945 starting point for a study of contemporary regionalism
remains compelling because of the novelty of formal international institutions, the expansion of
the international arena through decolonisation, and the first attempt to set out the parameters for
a regional-multilateral relationship in the United Nations and other bodies. Indeed, as argued, it
is impossible to understand the evolution of regionalism without a consideration of this
relationship. Regionalism is often described as proceeding in waves,29 and the Cold War and its
ending are often seen as providing a dividing line between regionalism’s first and second waves.
The reality is more complex with arguably more waves and less distinction than this simple
division allows. However, it is the case that the post-Cold War expansion of regionalism, across
different regions and issue arenas had a powerful impact on its status in International Relations
and International Law. Again the influence of European institutions in this expansion process is
striking, but ultimately Europe provided only one of a number of examples of ‘new
regionalism’.30
Early post-war regionalisms were clustered around three main types: those focusing on security
regionalism (like NATO, SEATO, CENTO), those concentrated on economics (EC, NAFTA,

27
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PAFTA) and more multipurpose organisations (OAS, OAU or LAS).31 The first two types,
despite appearances, were not unconnected, economic regionalism – like that of the EC – had an
evident security logic. Security regionalisms also reflected economic and other forms of
interdependence. The record of early regionalism, outside the European experiments and the
quasi-regionalism of NATO were not judged to be particularly successful. This was true if
measured through economic criteria or security cooperation – indeed both CENTO and SEATO
(associated with external powers but without internal legitimacy) failed to survive. In a Cold
War environment, reflected in the composition of the Security Council, the envisaged
relationship between the UN and regional organisations did not materialise. Nor did a new legal
basis for regionalism emerge. However, in a wider sense, the concept and practice of
regionalism were more firmly established. With the evident constraints on the United Nation
system, peace, security and economic development were delivered regionally by the institutions
on both sides of the East-West divide. And different regional actors, despite their relative
weakness and dependence on the superpowers, were slowly empowered. The European
Community is the most obvious example, but it is not alone. These, above all, were learning
years for regional institutions, with lessons in economic integration, institutional development,
power balancing, non-alignment and the development of security communities. Not only had a
raft of new regional institutions emerged; they also learned to adapt, survive and develop in a
changing regional and global environment and this was important in terms of facing future
challenges.
The later Cold War period saw a further period of institution building at the regional level which
again provided some new and important precedents for later activity. Though the influence of
the Cold War was still apparent, the emergence of these newer organisations was a reflection of
the changing security and economic priorities and the desire of regional actors to manage their
local environment. Some examples are ASEAN, ECOWAS, SAARC and the GCC. The GCC,
for example, was founded in a hostile and difficult security environment characterised by the
Iranian Revolution (1978-9) and the Iran-Iraq War which started in 1980. All had a security as
well as economic orientation, though their charters often emphasised more politically neutral
economic agendas – the GCC is a case in point. Rather different in terms of geographical reach
and orientation were the CSCE (later OSCE) and the OIC. Founded between 1967 and 1986 all
these institutions marked a change in regionalism: a move away from the Europe-focused
economic regionalisms and the NATO-type security alliances, though both these remained
relevant. Despite their Cold War foundations and limited initial scope (ASEAN provides a good
example), all remain relevant today and many have significantly expanded their remit and
activities in the new post-Cold War security architecture.
Viewed in retrospect the Cold War had proved to be an arena for selective growth and
consolidation of regionalism. Against this backdrop a second wave of regional expansion
commenced around and soon after its ending. Displaying novel features in terms of its scope and
multidimensionality, there were also elements of continuity. The EU, for example, had already
31
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entered a new phase of region-building, formalised in the Maastricht Treaty of 1992.
International system change, as in the early Cold War, in particular the removal of ‘superpower
overlay’ transformed the international security environment making regions more vulnerable and
regionalism more attractive.32 Regions and their accompanying institutions accordingly grew in
importance: there were a number of new organisations, including the Asia Pacific Economic
Conference (APEC), the ASEAN Regional Forum (ARF), the Arab Mahgreb Union (AMU), and
the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS), while older organisations expanded their
memberships as well as taking on different tasks and activities. Yet initially, as after the two
world wars, there was also a revival of hopes for universalism expressed in the reinvigoration of
the United Nations system, which many considered – and some early evidence supported this had the chance to operate as its founders and Charter intended. There were great expectations of
a new era for the UN, supported by a string of early post-Cold War successes, which peaked
around the time of the Gulf War of 1991. President George Bush Sr saw UN action at this time
as being at the centre of his hopes for a ‘New World Order’.
Very quickly, however, a series of disappointments and failures, of which the cases of Rwanda
and Somalia are two prominent examples, revealed the continuing limitations of UN action.
Continuing and ever more complex global crises led to a significant re-evaluation of the
possibilities of regionalism in theory and practice and with it an increasing recognition that
regionalism, if not an alternative, could, indeed should, provide at least as an important
supplement to multilateralism. Thomas Weiss noted how ‘the logic behind Chapter VII’ was
brought back by the overextension of the UN.33 This had already found expression in the
statements and actions of SG Boutros Ghali noted above. In 2000, after a troubled peacekeeping
decade, a UN Panel chaired by Lakhdar Brahimi conducted a comprehensive review of
peacekeeping operations,34 preparing the ground for the subsequent High Level Panel on Threats,
Challenges and Change which highlighted more explicitly the importance of partnership. The
Panel’s report: ‘A More Secure World. Our Shared Responsibility’ acknowledged that the
Security Council had ‘failed to make the most of the potential advantages’ of working with
regional institutions, and that the UN had much to learn from organisations that had taken the
lead in setting normative standards to guide preventative efforts. Enhancing the role of regional
institutions was identified as one of four pillars of any future security architecture, and a way of
closing the North-South divide as regards security provision.35
The combined result of the post-Cold War explosion of new regionalisms and the new legitimacy
bestowed upon them by states, the UN and pre-existing multilateral institutions has certainly
raised their profile as international actors. In terms of this ‘explosion’ a couple of points can be
made in summary. In quantitative terms there has been major growth and expansion of regional
arrangements, both in terms of new organisations and new memberships of existing
32
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organisations, and these are tracked in various data bases, including that of UNU-CRIS, a
leading centre for regional integration studies founded in 2001, whose very presence reflects the
importance attached to new regionalisms.36 Qualitatively there have also been significant
changes, characterised by an expansion of tasks and activities, and importantly for this forum,
constitutional change. In this process, African organisations, under the umbrella of the reformed
African Union (2001) with its novel institutions like the Pan-African Parliament and Court of
Justice, stand out. Normative change whether the empowering of institutions in respect of peace
operations and other security provisions, the promotion and protection of democratic practices or
human and minority rights can also be seen in institutions in the Americas (OAS and
MERCOSUR) and Europe (both the EU but also the OSCE). The ASEAN Charter (2008), may
be seen as an important ‘constitutional moment’ providing the institution with a more formal,
legal framework to achieve deeper economic and security cooperation.37 Plans, with
consequences as yet unclear, for the deeper consolidation and integration of the GCC were put
forward at the end of 2011 by Saudi Arabia’s King Abdullah.
In short, since 1945 regionalism has both survived and adapted well to new international system
challenges. In considering some aspects of the novelty and increasing scope of the ‘new’
regionalism we can further appreciate how this process has contributed to its further
consolidation and reconsideration by the wider international community and global institutions
like the UN. In a more multipolar international system in which emerging states seek to
influence the norms of global governance, regionalism is enjoying an enhanced role. Crossregional learning has taken place - and here the phenomenon of inter-regionalism or cooperation
between regional groups (of which the Asia-Europe Meeting, ASEM, is one example) has a
place.38 Importantly also, recognition by the UN and other multilateral institutions has paved the
way for a much more robust involvement of regional institutions. As explored further in the next
section in respect of new security regionalism, the relationship remains a complex one and the
idea of a more unified system has not materialised. But history and experience shows that
regional institutions have established a new legitimacy in International Relations and the
partnerships established between the EU and the UN39, or the AU and the UN (cooperating since
2008 in a joint peacekeeping operation in Darfur for example) are exemplary in this respect.
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Contemporary regionalisms: Some considerations
This section reviews in more detail some of the areas where regional institutions have made an
impact on the contemporary security arena40 including peace operations and humanitarian
intervention, anti-terror activities and non-proliferation (the last two in particular have assumed
new salience on the agenda of regional organisations since 2001). All these have important
implications for assessing the capacity and legitimacy of regionalism and its relationship to
multilateral treaties and international law. They were central to the 2003 European Security
Strategy and have addressed not only by European, but a wide range of regional institutions.

Peace operations
Peace operations, broadly conceived, are a good example of the regionalization of security
provision, its motivation, impact and potential. Regional actors, both formal and more ad hoc
informal regional institutions, have been increasingly active in a variety of solo and combined
peace operations, many in conjunction with the UN.41 This provides a contrast to the Cold War
where regional organisations and actors played relatively minor roles. In 2010, for example, as
recorded by the Centre on International Cooperation, of a total of some 40 peacekeeping
operations nearly half were conducted by regional organisations.42 And of some 50 political
(civilian) missions, again just under half were carried out by regional organisations.43 The range
– and geographical reach - of these operations is wide: from enforcement missions, like those of
NATO in Afghanistan, or more recently Libya, to election monitoring or institution building, like
those of the EU or OSCE in Bosnia-Herzegovina.
The continuing high demand for peace operations and the multiple challenges facing the UN
system have encouraged regional organisations to take on much more active roles in this area.
Though such operations draw on a UN Chapter VIII model they display considerable variation.
Early African operations (like those of ECOWAS in the Liberian conflict), for example, while
influenced by the neglect of pressing humanitarian crises in the continent; were also criticised for
failing to apply the UN standards in respect of humanitarian intervention. Other operations, like
that of NATO in Kosovo, bypassed UN deliberations, and was initiated without obtaining prior
40
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Security Council authorisation.44 Despite such regional differences and practices, as the
changing discourse of multilateralism illustrates, regional actors are regarded as increasingly
significant players. In the words of former UN Secretary-General Kofi Annan, ‘multilateral
institutions and regional security organisations have never been more important’.45
There have been fluctuations in the numbers of regional peacekeepers and operations in the first
decade or so of the twentieth first century. Overall however, there has been a pattern of
sustained growth, demonstrated by the start-up of new missions in Africa and parts of Central
Asia, and the expansion and reinforcement of NATO and EU operations in Afghanistan and the
DR Congo respectively. Though there are significant gaps in regional security provision with
some regions falling outside the direct remit of regionally-led activity (notably East Asia and the
Middle East), the involvement of regional institutions in more, and ever more complex peace
operations looks set to continue. This situation is partly the result of incremental growth,
development and learning of institutions in the post-Cold War period. It also reflects the severity
of regional security concerns and the absence of other security providers, generating a high
demand for regional action. Core regional states, aware of the opportunities of shaping regional
security policy, have been increasingly willing to provide leadership.
If this regionalisation of peace operations has taken place, what have been its wider effects on
multilateralism? Here the conclusions, as suggested, remain mixed. First the results are patchy,
not all regions conduct their own peace operations, though this could change. Second,
continuing doubts are expressed inside the United Nations and in the wider policy-making
community about issues of leadership and legitimacy in respect of regional actors.46 Where
regional organisations and actors have diverged from UN practice or conducted operations
without prior authorisation of the UN Security Council, as in the ECOMOG and NATO cases,
there are evident consequences for UN legitimacy and authority.
Third, and not unconnected with the above, questions have been asked about impartiality, or the
tendency of strong regional powers to impose their own security agendas without sufficient
regard to fellow members, making regional operations a vehicle for hegemony rather than
participation. Examples cited are Russia in the CIS, Nigeria in ECOWAS, Australia’s role in the
PIF or the East Timor intervention, and the US in NATO. Fourth, accepting the precedent of the
regionalisation of peace operations could encourage the policy of excluding areas like Africa
from UN-led peace operations.47 All these are real concerns. Yet given the present, more
multipolar international environment and the limited capacity of older multilateral frameworks
like the UN, the search for regional solutions, greater ownership of regional problems and the
tendency for regional institutions and actors to play more active roles in peace operations looks
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set to continue. The constitutional changes or new instruments designed to support these
activities should also be noted.
The types peace operations described above represent one element of the new security agenda of
regional institutions in the twenty-first century and are an indicator of their emerging roles as
multilateral actors. Another measure of security regionalisation is the (re)securitisation of issues
like terrorism or the spread of weapons of mass destruction (WMD) and their take up by
regional institutions. Such security issues are not new: their novelty lies in the way that they have
been classed as core security threats by dominant states and institutions– in particular the US and
Europe - following the series of international terrorist attacks between 2001 and 2005 and the
growing aspirations of states like Iran and North Korea to nuclear status. Terrorism and the
WMD are today at the centre of contemporary security debates, and demand appropriate
institutional responses. They have posed new challenges to security institutions, already in the
process of readjustment after the Cold War.

Terrorism
‘Terrorism’, variously defined, has been adopted as a key security issue by many regional
organisations. In contrast to peace operations however, the UN has been slower to provide an
obvious model for regions to follow.48 Long unable to agree a common definition or policy on
terrorism, the UN’s Global Counter Terrorism Strategy, adopted in 2006, represented an
important breakthrough. However, it depends heavily on member states for implementation and
underspecifies the potential role of regional bodies.49 This leaves open the possibility of a variety
of regional interpretations and practices. While a number of groups have moved to endorse the
UN’s initiative, regional responses differ significantly, reflecting the particular situation of each
region, the robustness of its institutional and its relationship and exposure to different terrorist
threats.
A number of well-established regional institutions – NATO, the OAS, Mercosur, the OAU and
the EU for example – already had anti-terrorist provision in place to deal with longstanding local
threats. Since the Cold War, but particularly since 9/11, these organisations have upgraded their
provision. Regions are arguably well positioned to react to, monitor and deter terrorist activity,
by sharing police and military intelligence for example, and most regional organisations have
responded to terrorist attacks by incorporating new institutional mechanisms. The OAS and
Mercosur have established the Inter-American Committee against Terrorism and Terrorism
Working Group respectively.50 The AU has adopted an additional protocol on the prevention
and combating of terrorism. The founding document of the SCO singled out terrorism,
separatism and extremism as ‘three evils’ to confront, reflecting concerns of members like
48
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Russia and China. Through the establishment of a Regional Anti-Terrorist Structure (RATS),
based in Tashkent, it has continued to develop its capacity in this area. NATO for its part has
endorsed a new Concept for Defence against Terrorism; and the EU in 2005 adopted a broader
Counter-Terrorism Strategy.
The potential for regional organisations to act in this area is highlighted by the longstanding
difficulty faced by the UN in articulating a common position on terrorism. Despite the Common
Strategy, which a number of institutions have signed up to, the results are mixed. Dealing with
terrorism, even defining terrorism, is an issue that is particularly prone to agenda setting by core
states and it remains to be seen to what extent states will wish to entrust such delicate ‘homeland
security’ concerns to international institutions. This may reinforce a preference for more
unilateral, bilateral, or informal small group action. The cases of NATO and the EU are both
illustrative in this respect: individual states’ capabilities are not matched at the formal
institutional level.51 Further some states’ interpretations of terrorism and the terrorist threat – that
of the SCO for example – may not conform to the UN’s wider counter terrorism strategy.
The securitisation of terrorism is only partially regionalised, and is a reminder of the way in
which core states can still dominate and constrain security options worldwide. Different states
and regions also react differently to terrorism depending on their own perception and experience
of terrorist threats and the local security culture. This can both enable and disable concerted
regional action as the examples of Palestine and Colombia show. In both cases different regional
(and extra regional) actors disagree on the definition and thus the policy that should be adopted
in dealing with such threats. In this way a emerging, if still contested, multilateral norm is
subject to considerable local interpretation, change and even dilution.

Weapons of Mass Destruction
The issues regarding WMD share some of the above characteristics, though this has long been
the domain of multilateral action and treaties, the lynchpin being the Non-Proliferation Treaty of
1968, much less of regional agencies. Since the end of the Cold War both the UN and a range of
regional actors have entered the field, with a new dimension to WMD provided by the terrorist
threat above, as a particular concern of policy makers is the possible use of WMD by terrorist
groups. Security regionalisation, such as it has occurred in this area, may be regarded as more of
a top down process, driven by existing multilateral regimes and the desire of core states to
restrain nuclear proliferation. Informal arrangements, like the Six-Party Talks and the
Proliferation Security Initiative; or the EU-3, formed to kerb the nuclear aspirations of North
Korea and Iran respectively, have played important, though hitherto largely unsuccessful roles,
in attempting to uphold the non-proliferation regime.
Many regional institutions today publicize commitments to non-proliferation and uphold the
enforcement of existing multilateral treaty regimes. The EU, for example, since 2003 has had in
place an anti-proliferation policy to strengthen and universalize the existing multilateral system,
and sustain a viable non-proliferation regime, even though two EU states are themselves nuclear
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powers52. ASEAN, South Pacific and Latin American states also support nuclear-free zones
through long-standing treaties. Twenty-four Latin American countries in 1967 signed the Latin
American Nuclear Free Zone Treaty at Tlatelolco establishing an ‘early commitment to prohibit
and prevent the use, manufacture, production or acquisition of nuclear weapons in the region,
turning Latin America into the sole continent free from nuclear war competition’.53 ASEAN’s
summit in 1995 saw the signature of the Bangkok Treaty or Treaty on Southeast Asian Nuclear
Weapon-Free Zone (SEANWFZ) establishing a moratorium on the production of nuclear
weapons between the ten member states. The Pelindaba Treaty establishing a nuclear weaponsfree zone among African states came into effect in 2009. While there are rational balance of
power arguments supporting such cooperation for the regions in question, one might also ask
what role in enforcing these regimes has been played by powerful external actors (like the US or
China for example), and whether or not regional regimes alone could ever be fully effective in
restraining the ambitions of an aspiring nuclear state. However, a weak regional regime is
certainly a hindrance to non-proliferation: in the regional security complex that is the Middle
East, it has been impossible to restrain Israel’s (or Iran’s) nuclear ambitions, notwithstanding the
longstanding call by Arab states for a nuclear free region.
Though the issue of WMD, like terrorism, could represent a new growth area with great
possibilities for security cooperation and a good multilateral-regional mix of initiatives, evidence
shows that in this high politics arena, proliferation issues are still more likely to be handled
outside formal regional organisations – by the P-5, strong regional powers, ad hoc groupings and
existing multilateral frameworks. While declaratory statements and confidence building
measures of the sort described here have a role to play, non-proliferation in the current
international environment is often deemed too dangerous to be left to weak regional
organisations and it is precisely the case that the two current nuclear challengers operate outside
the domain of regional or formal organisation. On the other hand, scholars have noted a trend
towards legalisation even in the more informal environment of Southeast Asian regionalism as
exemplified recently by the ASEAN Charter. For example, the NFZ treaty referred to above
includes, in article 21, the right of referral of a dispute to the International Court of Justice.54
This brief analysis of the performance of regional institutions in three core security areas by no
means exhausts their range of security activities, but offers an illustration of their developing
roles in a multilateral context. For any issue area chosen there will be a different regional
response, depending on local security priorities and conditions, the level of regional consensus
and existing multilateral provision. The above analysis shows how major and contentious
security agendas, particularly in respect of terrorism and WMD are still set and partly managed
by powerful states, often in an ad hoc or informal way or by utilising existing multilateral
frameworks like the UN. Indeed in assessing the growth of regionalism in security affairs it is
important to note how the UN still acts as lynchpin of any regional security system. However,
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there is increasing, if still uneven involvement by regional actors in these and other areas, both in
policy initiatives and agenda setting.

Conclusion
This paper has sought to show how the evolution of the concept as well as the historical record of
regionalism deserves careful consideration to appreciate its contemporary importance in
International Relations and International Law. Regionalism, against the views of early sceptics,
has established itself as an integral part of the multilateral architecture and vocabulary of
international relations. Though regionalism has presented itself in a diversity of forms and its
position in respect of the UN and WTO has been contested and ambiguous at times, the
importance of a robust and interdependent relationship is widely acknowledged. The importance
of such a relationship has been demonstrated by a consideration of three core contemporary
security issues.
Regionalism has come a long way since its limited empowerment in the League Covenant, and
the constrained environment in which it operated (UN provision notwithstanding) in the Cold
War: it now has global reach incorporating an increasingly important Southern dimension. But
despite this take up by a growing number of actors and extension into new issue areas, it is not a
substitute for states or global institutions. Rather it should be seen as part of a hybrid multilateral
system. Thus, the world of regional councils envisaged by British Prime Minster, Winston
Churchill in 1945, the regional coalitions for developing countries proposed by Rajni Kothari, or
the ‘Peace in Parts’ idea explored by US scholar Joseph Nye while providing formulas for
thinking about how regions might organise the world have not materialised. 55 Such ideas, like
more contemporary understandings of world order based around ‘a world of regions’56, do not
provide an alternative, but an important complement, to a world of states supported by global
institutions, imperfect as these may be. It is indeed a hybrid system of global governance, still
underpinned by universal institutions like the UN, but with regions playing an important role,
that states aspire to.
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